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We theoretically exploit a class of one-dimensional double-layer photonic crystals based on
colloidal ferrofluids, which are made of ferromagnetic nanoparticles suspended in a carrier liquid.
Depending on the magnetic-field-induced anisotropic property of the ferrofluid, precise
controllability of the band gaps is demonstrated to be possible by applying an appropriate external
magnetic field. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2921133�

I. INTRODUCTION

Photonic crystals �PCs�, which are also known as photo-
nic band gap materials, are periodically arranged electromag-
netic media that generally possess photonic band gaps in
which electromagnetic waves with specific ranges of fre-
quencies cannot propagate through the structure. PCs were
firstly put forward in 1987.1,2 The periodic array of dielectric
scatters and the observation of the strong localization of pho-
tons are the essential properties of PCs in analogy to the
allowed �forbidden� energy bands �gaps� of semiconductors.3

This funny field has inspired great interest in recent years
because of their potential ability to control the propagation of
electromagnetic waves or to modify the density of electro-
magnetic states inside the crystal.4 PCs with complete band
gaps have many applications,5 including the fabrication of
lossless dielectric mirrors and resonant cavities for light. In
addition, the visibility of graphene layers was found to be
greatly enhanced when one-dimensional �1D� PCs were
added,6 and the linear and nonlinear optical properties of 1D
PCs containing ZnO defects were also studied.7 Recently, the
electric tunability of PCs with nonlinear composites was
theoretically explored.8 Experimentally, magnetic-field tun-
able photonic stop bands in a stack of containers with mag-
netizable ferromagnetic spheres were studied.9 Colloidal
PCs, which were magnetically fabricated by using superpara-
magnetic magnetite-nanocrystal clusters, can also realize
stop bands covering the entire visible spectrum.10 Usually, a
tunable band gap in PCs is achieved by varying the lattice
constant or symmetry of the perfectly ordered crystal by us-
ing different methods such as elastic stress �structure
transformation�,11 temperature tuning,12 femtosecond direct
writing technique,13 or magnetic �electric� fields.9,14 Mean-
while, the following developments in PCs are also very fas-
cinating such as tunable photonic band in two-dimensional
PCs slab waveguides by atomic layer deposition,15 tunability
of PCs due to the electrically induced birefringence of the
twisted dielectric grains,16 and electrical tuning of three-
dimensional PCs using polymer-dispersed liquid crystals.17

In this work, we exploit a class of magnetocontrollable 1D
PCs, which are made of colloidal ferrofluids.

II. FORMALISM

Colloidal ferrofluids are suspensions of ferromagnetic
nanoparticles with diameter of about 10 nm, which respond
to an external applied magnetic field �He� enabling the nano-
particles to form chains along the dominate direction of He.

18

To proceed, let us introduce a local He factor �.19 The pa-
rameter � measures the degree of He-induced structural an-
isotropy, namely, structural anisotropy due to the formation
of nanoparticle chains, which is induced to appear by the
application of He �see Fig. 1�. It should be noted that, due to
the different polarization of an incident electromagnetic
wave, the longitudinal or transverse electric field E of the
electromagnetic wave corresponds to local He factors, �� and
��, respectively. Here, the longitudinal �or transverse� E
case represents that the E-component of the incident electro-
magnetic wave is parallel �or perpendicular� to the nanopar-
ticle chain. For instance, Fig. 1 just displays a longitudinal E
case. There exists a sum rule for �� and ��, �� +2��=3.19,20

More precisely, the degree of the He-induced structural an-
isotropy is measured by how much �� deviates from 1 within
the range of 0��� �1. �For more details, we refer the reader
to Ref. 19.� As He increases step by step, �� tends to 0 ac-
cordingly, which is indicative of the formation of longer
nanoparticle chains. Therefore, � is actually a function of He.
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jphuang@fudan.edu.cn.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic graph showing our proposed one-
dimensional photonic crystal �1D PC� containing periodic double layers, one
of which is a ferrofluid layer �layer 1� and the other of which is a dielectric
layer �layer 2�. In the ferrofluid layer, ferromagnetic spherical nanoparticles
�in circle� are embedded in a carrier fluid in the presence of x-directed
external magnetic field He. An electromagnetic wave is incident on the 1D
PC along the z axis, whose electric-field �E� and magnetic-field �H� com-
ponents are directed along the x and y axes, respectively. For model calcu-
lations, we take layer 2 to be air, the carrier fluid to be water, and the
suspended nanoparticles to be cobalt.
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Specifically, zero magnetic field He=0 leads to �� =��=1,
which corresponds to an isotropic system in which all the
nanoparticles are randomly distributed in the suspension. By
using the Ewald–Kornfeld formula, one can explicitly calcu-
late the local He factors �� and �� for the suspension with
nanoparticles being located in specific periodic crystal
lattices.21 In this work, we investigate a model ferrofluid in
which cobalt nanoparticles are suspended in water. Owing to
the different polarization of an incident electromagnetic
wave, the effective dielectric constant �1 of the ferrofluid
layer in our proposed 1D PC will be �1

� or �1
� when the

electric-field E component is parallel with �see Fig. 1� or
perpendicular to the nanoparticle chains. For Figs. 2–4, we
calculate only the structure as schematically shown in Fig. 1,
namely, the E component of the incident electromagnetic
wave is parallel with the nanoparticle chain �longitudinal E
case�. Below, we use �1 to represent �1

� , which can be given
through the Maxwell–Garnett approximation,21–24

�1 − �h

���1 + �3 − ����h
= p

�p − �h

�p + 2�h
, �1�

where p is the volume fraction of the ferromagnetic nanopar-
ticles �cobalt� in the ferrofluid layer, �p the dielectric constant

of the nanoparticles, and �h the dielectric constant of a carrier
liquid �water�. Here, we take �p to be −13.1704�0 ��0: dielec-
tric constant of free space�, which was characterized for co-
balt by using an incident light with wavelength �=661 nm
�Ref. 25� and �h=1.77�0 �dielectric constant of water�. �Note
that we have not taken into account the absorption due to
cobalt, which will not affect our qualitative results. Actually,
the proposed PC can be operated at microwave frequencies
where the absorption of cobalt can be neglected due to large
skin depth at the frequency range.� According to Eq. �1�, it is
obvious that the local He factor �� plays a key role in the
actual value of an effective dielectric constant �1 of the fer-
rofluid layer. This makes �1 magnetocontrollable. Corre-
spondingly, the refractive index of such ferrofluid layers is
magnetocontrollable accordingly.

Then, we resort to the transfer matrix method26 to study
the band structure of our proposed 1D periodic photonic
structure. For the 1D PC with double layers �as schemati-
cally displayed in Fig. 1�, the dispersion relation admits the
following form

cos�ka� = cos�k1d1�cos�k2d2�

−
1

2
� k1

k2
+

k2

k1
�sin�k1d1�sin�k2d2� , �2�

where d1 �d2� is the thickness of the ferrofluid layer �air
layer� and a represents the lattice constant, a=d1+d2. In Eq.
�2�, k represents the wave vector in the PCs, k1=���1 /c
denotes the local wave vector in layer 1 �ferrofluid layer�,
and k2=���2 /c is the local wave vector in layer 2 �air layer�.
Here, � is the frequency of incident electromagnetic waves,
c is the speed of light in vacuum, and the dielectric constant
of air is taken to be �2=�0.

III. DISCUSSION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

Now, we are in a position to do numerical calculations.
Figure 2 shows the calculated band structure of the model
1D PC. When the magnitude of the applied magnetic field He

increases from zero to a large value �namely, the longitudinal
local He factor �� changes from 1.0 to 0.2�, we find that He

FIG. 2. �Color online� Band structure of the model 1D PC �Fig. 1� for
different ��. Parameters: p=0.25 and d1=d2=0.5a.

FIG. 3. �Color online� The first band gap width of the model 1D PC �Fig. 1�
vs ��. Parameters: p=0.25 and d1=d2=0.5a.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Band structure of the model 1D PC �Fig. 1� for
various volume fraction p. Parameters: �� =1 and d1=d2=0.5a. Here, ��

=1 represents that there is no external magnetic field He.
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has a significant effect on the band gaps and causes them to
move toward a higher frequency region �blueshift�. Next, we
display the first band gap width � in Fig. 3. The � is shown
to get larger when �� approaches zero step by step. Alterna-
tively, the band gap width is caused to increase when the
magnitude of the external magnetic field He increases.

Figure 4 shows the cobalt concentration effect on the
band structure of the model 1D PC. In this case, we set He

=0. When p gets larger �i.e., the ferrofluid becomes more
dense�, the first and second band gaps get wider and move
toward the lower frequency region �redshift�. Here, p=0 rep-
resents the case that there are no cobalt nanoparticles. In this
case, the band gaps are caused to appear by the combination
of pure-water layers and air layers. Our results show that the
composite effect in ferrofluid layers plays an important role
as p is nonzero. In such cases, if an external magnetic field
He is applied, it can lead to a tunable effective dielectric
constant �or refractive index� of the ferrofluid layer, thus
yielding magnetocontrollable band gaps.

In this work, we have only calculated the case of the E
component being parallel with the nanoparticle chain, i.e.,
longitudinal E case. For the transverse E case, the corre-
sponding band gaps can also be tuned. However, for the
same He, the tunability for the transverse E case is less and
opposite due to the existence of the sum rule �� +2��=3. In
addition, the formation of nanoparticle chains can be weakly
affected by the application of incident electromagnetic waves
�e.g., of light27�. Apparently, this does not affect the present
results at all.

In summary, we have proposed a class of 1D PCs, that
are made of colloidal ferrofluids. Owing to the He-induced
structural anisotropy in the ferrofluid layers, magnetocontrol-
lable band gaps have been realized.
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